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An Active Introduction to      
A Midsummer Night s Dream



can step in at the same time to act their part of the story. When you call out 
the action word or blow the whistle/beat the drum the children should sit 
down. Continue telling the story with the next child/children from the circle.
 
As more characters or objects are introduced, move around the circle so As more characters or objects are introduced, move around the circle so 
that all the children are given a chance to take part. Explain to the children 
that it does not matter if the character they have been chosen to be is 
male or female. Using this technique means that different pupils get to play 
the same character at various times and everyone gets a chance at acting 
several roles, regardless of gender.  

Continue telling the story, introducing more characters or actions, making Continue telling the story, introducing more characters or actions, making 
sure all children are given a chance to take part. Props can also be 
introduced although this is not essential. The story continues to be told to the 
end.  

The text that follows gives possible suggestions for interjections; however you The text that follows gives possible suggestions for interjections; however you 
may choose to adapt the text for your class. You may prefer to use 
quotations from Shakespeare or encourage children to use their own words.  
For ease of storytelling new characters in each ‘scene’ are highlighted in 
bold text.

In essence, this storytelling needs to be pacey and energetic. Above all, the In essence, this storytelling needs to be pacey and energetic. Above all, the 
story needs to be visual and fast moving so that it is fun, meaningful and 
driven. 
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